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snail bucket boat canyon pillows

Something is going from left towards right and it cannot move further and it gets scared. There is a 
crash and a collision toward the right side and a feeling of being pressed against the right side. 
Almost feels like slipping and losing grip at the bottom. Being pressed toward the right, but on that 
interface to the right side, the feeling of pressed is only felt there at the right border and not 
throughout the body that is being pressed. 

We have to hold our hand against it on the right side to help it along so that it does not get lost into 
the right side. 

I feel stuffy in my nose, like my nose is clogged. The force and mass and action and focus is mostly 
on the right side, even though the element object is larger and evenly distributed also on the left 
side. 

Probe right side interface: We are crashing into the red wall. I feel panic as I am being crushed into 
the wall, there are eyes here. 

Investigate the right side wall border interface, how thick is it, what is on the other side: I find 
yellow straw hay, I saw it just earlier also. Thick straw hay several pieces. There is a swirling blue at 
the base of the wall. I can smell the yellow hay again, straw hay. 

Investigate yellow straw hay: It goes upward, it is tall and has some height to it. They are itchy, the 
sides are sharp and thin, it scratches against if touched on. Very sharp like blades. It goes into 
someone's nose that is at the top of them. 

Find the element that is being pressed against the wall: It is a very large body and block. It falls flat 
against the ground, it is weighed down against the ground it does not fly or reach upward. There is 
blue at the bottom of the wall. Yellow straw hay rises up at the base of the wall. Scrapy texture at 
the bottom floor where all intersect. Scrapy and scratchy. Water at the base. 

I felt and saw that the top of the wall curves outward and is very thin and sharp there. There is 
yellow straw grass on the bottom. Sharp blades, thin sharp blades. 

4:22 PM End RV. The target is a set of pillows. Perhaps I have drawn the curved out shape of the 
left-side border of the pillows. They are however not scrapy or sharp or thin like blades. There is 



nothing being pressed against anything. There is no red color and no water. The pattern on the 
front-most pillow resembles the blue swirl pattern that I drew. There is no straw hay here seen at 
least. This session gets either a C for correlation of basic shapes to shapes on target picture, or 
otherwise an F. 

Image web source https://www.pinterest.at/shunt89/boating-life/?lp=true
Image link https://i.pinimg.com/236x/24/fe/8a/24fe8a4a447ec98ec32a28c0dca6a8b9--yellow-
cushions-scatter-cushions.jpg

This is bad protocol, when I get a pinterest picture source I open it because I want to copy the link, I 
want to see the link so that it is the right one and not just copy the link itself with a right click, and 
here are again many images which might interfere with a session. I take a print screen of what I see 
on the source page. 

Wait a minute, hah hah! The unidentified figure I drew in the center of my drawing it does look like 
one of the pillows!!! This is what I call "automatic drawing", the drawing knows things that I am not 
conscious of knowing. I think that bumps up the grade somewhat. 

4:28 PM End session and notes. 


